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ABSTRACT: Steady, 2D Euler flow computations have been performed for a wind tunnd section, 
designed for research on transonic shock wave - boundary layer interaction. For the discretization of 
the steady Euler equations, an upwind finite volume technique has been applied. The solution method 
used is collective, symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation. accelerated hy nonlinear multigrid. Initial 
finest grid solutions have been obtained by nested iteration. Automatic grid adaptation has heen 
applied for obtaining sharp shocks. An indication is given of the mathematical quality of four 
different boundary conditions for the outlet flow. Two transonic flow solutions with shock are 
presented; a choked and a non-choked llow. Both flow solutions show a good shoe~ capturing. A 
comparison is made with results obtained by holographic interferometry. 
DESCRIPTORS: steady Euler equations - transonic flows • multigrid methods • grid generation 
and adaptation - boundary conditions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An important physical feature for the design of transonic airfoils is the interaction between the ro,-
sihle shock wave(s) at the airfoil and the boundary layers along the airfoil. In transonic aerodynamic, 
a lot of work, both experimental and theoretical, is devoted to this so-called transonic shock wa,e · 
boundary layer interaction. At the Delft University of Technology. Faculty of Aerospace Engineering. 
a transonic wind tunnel section has been designed and constructed [I] for performing measurements 
on this phenomenon [2]. Limited accessibility to the flow in the wind tunnel section inhibits measure-
ments throughout the entire flow field. However, knowledge of the entire flow field is important for 
re-design purposes. This situation motivated a computation of the entire flow field. 
As a suitable flow model has been chosen: the steady, 2D Euler equations. The Euler equations 
have been chosen because (in the first instance) only inviscid flow solutions with (possibly occurring) 
rotation are of interest. The use of a steady flow model is motivated by the fact that the main flow in 
the wind tunnel section is steady. Further, the use of a 2D flow model is motivated by the fact that 
the wind tunnel section has a curved lower and upper wall, and flat parallel side walls. 
11. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
II.I. DISCRETIZATION METHOD 
The steady, 2D Euler equations can be written on the domain !l CIR2 as 
E.&Jl +~ = 0 with ax ay • 
P pu 
pu pu 2 +p 
q = pv 'f(q)= puv 'g(q)= 







Here, q is the state vector of conservative quantities, and f and g are the so-called flux vectors. The 
primitive quantities used here are the density p, the velocity components u and v, and the pressure p. 
For a perfect gas, the total energy e is related to the primitive quantities as 
e = _I_ J!. +.!.(u2+v 2), (3) 
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To allow solutions with discontinuities, the Euler equations are discretized in the integral form 
J (f(q')coS<J,+ g(q)sin<J>)ds = 0, (4) 
ao· 
where ir is an arbitrary subregion of n, an· the boundary of n·, and cos</> respectively sin¢ the x-
and y-component of the outward unit normal on an". A straightforward and simple discretization of 
(4) is obtained by subdividing n into disjunct subregions n,., (the finite volumes), and by requiring 
that 
J (f (q')cos,p+ g(q)sin<J>)ds = 0 
a~, 
for each finite volume separately. 
Using the rotational invariance of the Euler equations: 
/(q)cosq,+g(q)sin<J> = r- 1(.p)_f(T(<J>)q), 

















As finite volumes we consider (arbitrarily shaped) quadrilaterals. The subdivision into quadrilaterals is 
such that n,,c 1,1 and n,.r 1 are the neighbouring volumes of ll,.1 (Fig. la). 
Crucial in the discretization is the evaluation of the flux vector along tlll,.,. Along each finite volume 
wall separately we assume the flux vector to be constant, and we assume it to be determined hy a uni-
formly constant left and right state only. Hence, (8) becomes 
Fl +l-:i,j -F, -½,J + F,,;;-''l: - F,,1-'·"l = o. with 
F, +'>.J = y- I(</>,+,,./ )_f(T(</>,, ½.,1 )q; +'·,,)' T(</>, +-, . ., )q; ,,.,,] )/,, ,,..,. 
(9) 
( IO) 
and similar expressions for F, -·½,J• F1•1 -1-1,~ and f~ 1 1~. F1 ,-t 1 ,1 rt!presents the transport of ma~s. 
momentum and energy per unit of time across an,. "·1' ln its expression. (10). I, , ,,., is the length of 
the finite volume wall an,+ ½,J' and the superscripts I and r refer to the left and right side of clQ, , ,,.1 
respectively ( Fig. I b ). 
By considering the flux vector to be detemi.ined by a uniformly constant left and right state only, the 
actual flux evaluation is identical to the solution of a l D Riemann problem. For this we use here a 
so-called approximate Riemann solver. Several approximate Riemann solvers exist [3. 4. 5. 6]. We 
have chosen Osher's Riemann solver because of: (i) its continuous differentiabilitv. and (ii) its con-
sistent treatment of boundary conditions [7, 8]. (The continuous differentiability g~arantees the appli-
cability of a Newton type solution technique, which is what we make use of.) Oshers scheme is gen-
erally said to be complicated and expensive compared to other approximate Riemann solvers. Argu-
ments against this can be found in [8). 
The approximate solution of the ID Riemann problem is called the evolution stage of a so-called 
projection-evolution scheme [9). Still to be filled in: the projection stage, i.e. the determination of the 
left and right states, such as q; +',.J and q; '"·.I in (10). Depending on the way the states q;, ,,.1 and 
t(, + ,,.1 are chosen, the discretization is first- or second-order accurate. First-order accuracy is simply 
obtained by taking 
q~ H1,J = q,,1, and 
q~ + ½.J = qi + l.r 
(ll) 
Second-order accuracy can be obtained by for example the K-schemes introduced by VAN LEER [9). 
Two well-known drawbacks of the first-order accurate discretizatiL>n are: (i) its need for relatively fine 
grids in smooth flow regions, and (ii) its strong smearing of discontinuities that are not aligned with 
the grid [10). 
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Second-order discretizations yield a strong improvement of both drawbacks. However, second-order 
discretized equations cannot be solved with the same good efficiency as first-order discretized equa-
tions [11]. Further, when using a second-order discretization, spurious non-monotonicity (wiggles} 
may arise at discontinuities I 11 ]. 
Here, we prefer the first-order accurate discretization, since here: (i) the transonic shock will be well-
aligned with the grid, and (ii) the best possible efficiency is preferred. 
11.2. SOLUTION METHOD 
11.2.1. REI.AXA TION METHOD 
As a solution method for the first-order discretized equations we use: collective symmetric point 
Gauss-Seidel relaxation. Point refers to the fact that during the update of the state vector q,_ 1 all 
other state vectors are kept fixed. Collective refers to the fact that the update of q,,1 is done for all of 
its four components simultaneously. Further, symmetric means that after a relaxation sweep, i.e. after 
an update of all state vectors q,_1, a new sweep in the reverse direction is made. At each volume 
visited during a relaxation sweep, we solve the four nonlinear equations (9) by Newton's method 
(local linearization}. The most efficient relaxation is obtained by selecting a large tolerance for the 
Newton iteration so that in all but exceptional cases only a single Newton step is needed. 
11.2.2. MULTIGRID METHOD 
The solution method described so far is simple and robust, but needs an acceleration. With point 
Gauss-Seidel relaxation, a suitable acceleration technique is found in multigrid. As a \'ery etlicient and 
robust multigrid technique, we use: nonlinear multigrid preceded by nested iteration [8. 12] 
Let 
(12) 
denote the system of first-order discretized Euler equations. To apply multigrid we construct a nested 
set of grids, such that each volume on a coarse grid is the union of 2 X 2 volumes on the next finer 
grid ( Fig. 2). 
Let n,,, n,,, · · · , n,, be a sequence of nested grids with 0,, the coarsest and Oh, the finest grid. Our 
multigrid solution of (12) can be divided into two successive stages. The first stage is nested iteration 
(or lull multigrid} which is used to obtain a good initial solution on nh,, The second and last stage is 
nonlinear multigrid (or full approximation scheme) which is used to iterate until convergence. The 
first iterand for the nonlinear multigrid iteration is the solution obtained by nested iteration. We will 
now discuss these stages in more detail. 
Ne.l'ted iterution: 
The nested iteration starts with a user-defined initial estimate of qh,: the solution on the coarsest grid. 
To obtain an initial solution on a finer grid nh,.,. first the solution on the next coarser grid {lh is 
improved by a nonlinear multigrid cycle. Hereafter this solution is interpolated Ill the liner grid Qh ... 
These steps are repeated until the highest level (finest grid) has been reached. On a grid n,, with an 
even number of volumes in both the i- and )-direction, the interpolation u.sed to obtain the initial 
solution on a next finer grid is bilinear. For this purpose the grid nh, is subdivided into disjunct sets 
of 2X2 volumes. The four state vectors corresponding with each set are interpolated in a bilmear way. 
Since each volume of !lh, overlaps 2X2 volumes or Oh,.,, 4X4 new state vector, are obtained on !l,,, .. 
(On a coarsest grid with an uneven number of volumes in i- and/or J-direction, the interpolation used 
is linear.) 
Nonlinear multigrid iteration: 
A single nonlinear multigrid cycle is recurrently defined hy the following step,: 
( 1) Improve on nh, the latest obtained solution qh, by application or p pre-relaxation sweeps. 
(2) ~ompute on the next coarser grid Oh, , the righthand side r,. , :c Fh . (IJ• ,) ,:: · fi, (q.,), where 
I h'. ' is a ,a-called restriction operator. 
(3) Approximate the solution of Fh, ,(q1,, y=rh, , by the application of a nonlinear multigrid cycle,. 
Denote the approximation obtained as q,, , , 
(4) Correct the current solution hy: 1/h, =q~ + I!'. , (iii,,, -qh, , ), where 1:: i, a so-called prolongation 
operator. 
(5) Improve again 1/h, by application of q post-relaxations. 
Steps 2, 3 and 4 form the so-called coarse grid correction. (These three steps are skipped on the coar-
sest grid.) The efficiency of a coarse grid correction depends in general on the coarseness of the coar-
sest grid. (In general it holds: the coarser. the better.) 
The restriction operator It·' and the prolongation operator IZ;., are defined by 
(rh,_,);.J = (/~'rh),/=(rh,h..21+(rh,h.-1.2j+(rh,h,.21-I +(rh,h.-1.21-I• (13) 
respectively 
<It ,qh, ,n...21 = ut ,qh, ,n..-1.21=UZ: ,qh, ,),, 21-1 =u:: ,qh, ,>~--1.11-1=(q,,, i,.r <I4l 
Defining the transfer operators in this way, it can be verified that 
F,,, = IZ; 'Fh,f;'. ,, (15) 
i.e. a coarse grid discretization of the Euler equations is a Galerkin approximation of the discretiza-
tion on the next finer grid. lbis implies that the coarse grid correction reduces in an efficient way the 
low frequency components in the defect. 
As values for a, and p and q we generally use at each level separately: a= I, and p =q = I; i.e. as non-
linear multigrid cycles we generally use V-cycles with one pre- and one post-relaxation. 
In Fig. 3 an illustration is given of a complete solution process. A 5-level multigrid strategy has 
been considered. Between each pair AB, we have a nonlinear multigrid cycle ( V-cycle). In the nested 
iteration stage, between each pair BA we have the bilinear prolongation of the solution. 
III. GRID 
III.I. GRID GENERATION 
In Fig. 4 graphs are given of the wind tunnel section considered. In Fig. 4a a graph is given of the 
complete integration region. The graph shows a flat parallel infiow part, followed by a slender curved 
part up to the outlet. In Fig. 4b a photograph is given of the test section in an opened wind tunnel. 
In order to obtain a good resolution of large local gradients (which were decided to be important), 
we used grids with local refinements; grids with stretching in both x- and y-direction. (Fig. 5). 
The following stretching relations have been used for the x-coordinates of the vertical grid lines: 
ec"(n" -·1)/n>1 - I 
x, = XsJwck + (Xm - Xsh1x:d e''q _ I i=O,l,···,n,,, and 
. e'•l(i-nq)ln,i_l 
X, = Xshoek + (Xour - Xsh«k )~--,.---~ 
e ., -I 
(16) 
Here, the subscript shock refers to a vertical grid line which is supposed to lie in the foot of the shock 
wave. The subscripts in and out refer to the vertical grid line at the in- and outlet respectively. The 
(positive) constants ex, and c,, determine the stretching up- and downstream of x,h,.·k respectively. 
The larger the constants, the higher the stretching. Further, the numbers n,, and n.,, denote the 
number of volumes in x-direction, up- and downstream of x.,h,~k respectively. For they-coordinates of 
the volume vertices the following stretching relation has been used: 
ec,;ln, -1 . 
y/x) = ;V1ow(x)+(Y,q,(x)-y1o,(x))~, J =0,1, · · · ,n,. (17) 
Here the subscripts low and up refer to the lower and upper wall respectively. The (positive) constant 
c, determines the stretching in y-direction, the number ny denotes the total number of volumes in y-
direction. They-distribution of the lower and upper wall,y1'"'(x) andy,q,(x), are known from accurate 
measurements at discrete x-positions in the real test section. At interrnediate x-positions, we used 
cubic spline interpolation. 
Smoothness requirements that we imposed on ( 16) and ( 17) are: 
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r,(x) _,·, 1(.t) 
(19) 




c,ln, ,:;; 8. (21) 
So: the coarser the grid, the stronger the constraint on the stretching parameters c,,, ,,_ and ,-, . The 
smoothness requirements (20) and (21) have been imposed now for the coarsest grid only. As a ,alue 
for 8 has been chosen: iJ = l. 
Further, for the finest grid only we imposed the following matching requirement: 
(22) 
lll.2. GRID ADAPTATION 
The value of x.~ho1.k has not been chosen but ha.s been inilializ.ed to the x-lol'ation of the wind tunnd 
throat, and has been adapted to the shock location during the nested itt:rati()ll stag.L'. Th~ grid adapta-
tion is simple. First, after each solution prolongation in the nested iteration st~tge. a sean-h i'i madt: 
for the x-location of the maximum velocity gradient at the lower wall. d()wnstream of the throat. This 
lncatlon b assigned to Xshod· Hereafter, we genc:rate the new grids. Without any correction, the states 
q,, are shifted together with the volumes g,.;- Doing this, the yuality ()f the finest grid solution as 
yi~ldcd by the nested iteration becomes worse. However. no signific.:ant deterioration ,11' convergenct:: 
rates has been observed. 
IV. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
IV.1. DIFFERENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CONSIDERED 
The boundary condition treatment must be correct both mathematically and rhy,icall:,,. Mathemat-
ics prescribes how many conditions must be imposed at a boundary. physics prescribes what condi-
tions should be imposed. 
The number of conditions to be imposed at a boundary depends on the type of llow at tha1 boun-
dary. Types of flows to be considered here, and the corresponding number of boundary conditions t() 
be imposed are: (i) subsonic inflow (three), (ii) subsonic outflow (one), and (iii) impermeable walls 
(one). The following conditions have been imposed. 
Upper and lower wall: 
At the impermeable upper and lower wall, the boundary condition imposed is trivial: a zero normal 
velocity component. 
Inlet: 
Uniformly constant distributions u cccu,,, v =O and c = I, with c denoting the speed of sound. have 
been imposed. These distributions are motivated by the fact that the inlet part is tlat and parallel. As 
a subsonic value for u,, has been taken: the 1D flow theory value, given a sonic throat. 
Outlet: 
Because of the fact that the outlet part is non-flat and non-parallel, the outlet boundar) condition 
cannot be as trivial as those at the inlet. The following possibilities have heen considered: (i) h ., h,,, is 
uniformly constant, with h denoting the total enthalpy: h =c2 /(y-· l)+ 1,(u! + v'). (ii) v!u ,.,B(r), (iii) 
u c=u(y), and (iv) p =p(v). 
The first possibility was motivated by the fact that with a known uniformly constant distribution of 
u,v and cat the inlet (i.e. with a known uniformly constant total enthalpy at the inlet), this houndaf\ 
condition requires no knowledge of the non-uniform outlet flow. This because of the fact that fc;r 
steady, 2D Euler flows, with at the upstream boundary the total enthalpy known to be .:onstant, only 
three differential equations describe the flow. The energy equation in its differential form may be 
replaced by the relation c2/(y-1)+ 1/2(u 2 +v 2)=h,. throughout the entire flow field. The present 
Euler code solves the full non-isenthalpic Euler equations. To allow the computation of non-
isenthalpic Euler flows such as the flow through a propeller disk [ 13], and in particular to allow a 
rapid extension to a Navier-Stokes code [14], the simplifying property mentioned has not been 
exploited. 
The second possibility, with the flow direction specified, was motivated by its simplicity. A linear 
distribution of O(y) has been assumed, using the known flow direction at the lower and upper wall. 
The third possibility was also motivated by its simplicity. For this possibility, we assumed the outlet 
flow to be a potential vortex flow. The relation u(v)r(y)=,j,00, has been applied, with ,i,,,., uniformly 
constant and r(v) the distribution of the radii of curvature of the streamlines. A linear distribution for 
the streamline curvature I/ r(y) has been assumed, using the known curvature of the lower and upper 
wall. As a value for 1/,,M has been taken: a value close to the value following from the ID flow theory, 
given a sonic throat with a fully subsonic flow further downstream. A disadvantage of this boundary 
condition is its inconsistency in the case of a flow with shock wave of variable strength, which is what 
we have here. (It is a boundary condition which is always consistent in a pot<::ntial flow model, but 
not in the Eulerian rotational flow model.) 
For the fourrh possibility we used the equation of curvilinear motion 
El!M = Yp(v\M2(v) cos</>(,)•), (23) 
dy r(Y) 
with M (Y) the Mach number distribution and </>(y) the distribution of the angles between the stream-
lines and the x-axis. M(y) has been taken uniformly constant. Its value has been determined with the 
ID flow theory, given again a sonic throat and a fully subsonic tlow downstream. For 1/r(v) and 
<P(y) again linear distributions have been assumed, such that the flow tits the channel outlet. A value 
close to the ID flow theory value (given again a sonic throat with a fully subsonic outflow) has been 
used as a value for p (x • .,, y1,,. ). This yielded an initial value problem which has been solved by means 
of a Runge-Kuna-Merson method. 
IV.2. WELL-POSEDNESS OUTLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Generally speaking, mathematically well-posed conditions to be imposed at a boundary are: condi-
tions for which the state at that boundary can be completed accurately. At an outlet, the boundary 
condition must fix the single degree of freedom existing owrthere. An outlet boundary condition can 
be represented as a 3D surface in a 4D state space. The smaller the angle ex between the normal at 
this surface and the eigenvector corresponding with the negative eigenvalue of the Jacobian: u -c. the 
better the quality of the outlet boundary condition. Considering the (p,u,v,e)-space as state space, the 
eigenvector corresponding with the eigenvalue u -c is: r =(p, -c,0,c(cly-u))'. For respectively h, 
vlu, u andp specified, the 3D surface mentioned, say B(q), is described by 
.:cJ.. ' ' B(q) = ye- 2 (u-+v·)=h8 , (24a) 
B(q) = v!u =89, (24b) 
B(q) = u =u8 , and (24c) 
B(q) = (y-l)p(e-t(u 2 +v 2))=p8 , (24d) 
with h8 , 88 , u8 and p8 constant. For the angle " it holds that cosaa 'v B.r. with 
'v =(8/8p, a,au, a;av, 3/oel. For respectively h, vlu, u and p specified we find 
'v B.r = c(c - u), (25a) 
'v B.r = -(v!u)(clu), (25b) 
'v B.r = -c, and 
'v B.r = yp. 
(25c) 
(25d) 
From (25a) and (25b) it can be seen that for h and vlu specified, the vectors 'vB and r become 
orthogonal for u-->c respectively v ..... Q. The consequence of a nearly orthogonal 'v B and r is that a 
small change in either the boundary condition or the state inside the integration region near the 
outlet, may cause a large change in the boundary state and hence in the flux across the outlet. For a 
given state q0 =(uo, v0 , c0 , z O )' near the outlet, with z O = ln(p 0 p0 ' ), and the boundary conditions 
specified by (24a)-(24d) respectively, the effect of a perturbation in q11 will be shown. 
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The state at the outlet is q = (u, v0 , c, z 0)7, with for boundary condition (24a)-(24d) respectively 
v-1 2 v i , r.!. 2 , c = ~(uo+--1 co+ (y+l)(ha~ 2 v5)- 2 (uo+--1 <'o)-), y+l y- y-
u = ,•0 !8a, 
U = Us, 
-----
c = vrp~-1,1,e'·.,'. 
and either u =u0 +-2-(c0 -c) or c =cu+ 9 (u 0 - u) to complete. 
y-1 . -
With 'v =(B!ou0 , a1av0 , a1ac0 , o!oz 0 )r we find for (26a)-(26d) respectively 
'vc = 1.::l(l,O,~,O)r - r.!. - 1-(r.!. u+c, l:±J.. v, u + _l_ c, O)r, 
y+l y+l y+l c-u 2 2 y-1 
'vu = (0,ulv,0,0{, 
'vu = 0, and 









where we substituted q =q0 into (27a) and (27b) for simplicity. It can he seen that the gradient pair, 
(27a) and (27h) become infinitely large in aforementioned limit cases (u-c for h specified and ,. -0 
for ,·!u specified). Flow computations with h specified and vlu specified showed these outlet boundary 
conditions to be ill-posed indeed. This was not the case with the two other boundary conditions. 
Because of its better consistency with the Eula flow model, the boundary condition with p specified 
has been preferred above the boundary condition with u specified. 
V. RESULTS 
V.1. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
The large slenderness of the wind tunnel section led to a coarsest grid with a relatively large 
number of volumes in longitudinal direction. By using a 56 X 8-grid as ti nest grid and a 4-level rnul-
tig.rid strategy, a 7 XI-grid became the coarsest grid (Fig. 6). (The dashed lines in Fig. 6 indicate the 
lower and upper wall of the wind tunnel section.) 
As a conscquem:e of thi~ relatively tine coarse~t grid, the number of nonlintar multigriJ t:vcks 
required was somewhat larger than the few eydes which are supposed to be necessary when h~ving 
optimal rnultigrid dlicieney. To slightly improve the multigrid convergence prnperties we increased 
the number of pre- and post-relaxations performed on the coarsest grid. 
As flow problems we considered a non-choked flow with Mu l.15, _',f,, being the Mach number 
just upstream of the shock wave, and a choked tlow with M, c 1.37. 
Convergence histories ohlainc<l for hL)th te:-.t ca.-,e~ arc given in Fig. 7. The convergence hi1.-1tories are 
given hy graph.-, uf the residuJ.I rntio Y..7 1 ld!U )/irnH / ~1 1 jr)1(! )!111,11',. vtrsus the numher of nonlinear 
multigri<l cycles performed. Here, lrh(l >Im.,~ denotes the maximum ahsolutl.' value ov1.;r all \'olumes. \lf 
the Hh component of tlit' residual r~ -: f},(q/: ). ~tnd n denotes the 11-th cycll.' in the nonlinear rnu!tigrid 
1terution. The lt.:ss good l'onvergencc rate ohtu1rn:d for the choked l1o\.\ might ht.> n.:lattd to till' fact 
that for this t1ow thi: suhsnnic tiow upstream nf thi.: supcr:-.onic n:gion Joe.., not fed th!." uutkt pressure 
specdied. 
Fint".M grids anJ .,urfacc 1.fo,1rihutions ohtained for Alu 1.15 and M11 I .. n an: shown in Vig. Xa and 
Xh n.:spel·ti\'C'l). The markers in the ;-.urfaL"e dbtrihutions c1.1rrcspdnJ tn voluillL' wall ventn:: .... ; the 
.'i-ljuan: hl th,>se at the lower surface and the circular to tltu-.,e at the upper :-.urf.:iL'.t:. Frum the linest 
grids and -.;urface di.-;trihut1ons ohtaintd. it can he seen that fur hl1th tln\.\s the grid adaptallou i_1i 
goo<l. Clearly vi:-.ihlt: f,1r Mu 1.37 is the ol'.currcm:c of an afttr·cxpan.'i1u11. Smn· a lir;'lt·or<ler accu· 
rate Oshcr•typc discretization yielth, ;'lolutinrn, without spunPU'.-i nun-monotoni1.:1ty. tht: aftcr-cxparn,i,rn 
ocL'.urnng for ."'111 IJ7 i~ not a nun1t.:rit.:ai artefact. hul J L'l)ffl.'Cl p<.1rt of th1.; Lukr flnw .\olut[(lll 
indeed. 
V.2, l -OMl'ARISON Wlf 11 !IOLO(;IV,l'll!(' INTERFEROMI-1 RY RESULTS 
h>r both the t:holcd and no1H.:hokt:d tlow a cmnpari~on 1s made hl'I\H'L"ll th.: Mach mimher distn• 
hutions ohtamed with the Fulcr code and tlwsc obtained by lwlogrc1pht\: inti..:rfcrrnnl'trv. 
In Fig.. Y the Mach numhcr d1-..,trihut1on_1i arc given as (1htaine<l for tht.: cntin: tc,t ..,eL·tlim. In hg. J(J :1 
1.ktail of hoth J1stnhutions is compared with the corrc.'iprnH.l111g mtcrfrrnmctncil n:sul! It appears 
that the computational and interferometrical results show a perfect quantitative agreement away (of 
course) from the wall and shock wave. 
The differences between both results can be exploited. Given an Euler code which has proved to be 
reliable, its results can be considered confidently as experimental results with viscosity and heat con• 
duction switched off. Its results can be used to pick out from experimental results: simple viscous 
phenomena and, in particular, complicated viscous-inviscid phenomena. The present Euler code has 
proved to be reliable (l l, 13, 15]. Here, its results learn us for instance that the supersonic after-
expansion (at both M, = 1.15 and M, = 1.37) and the A-shock (at M, = 1.37) are viscous-inviscid 
phenomena indeed, and further that due to viscous effects the shock wave has been pushed slightly 
upstream (at both M, = l.15 and M, = 1.37). 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
For the steady, 2D, non-isenthalpic Euler equations, an outlet boundary condition with total 
enthalpy or flow direction specified yields a mathematically ill-posed problem, whereas an outlet 
boundary condition with static pressure specified yields a mathematically well-posed problem. 
The convergence rates obtained are not optimal seen from the viewpoint of multigrid techniques, 
though still very good seen from the viewpoint of almost any other solution technique. The multigrid 
convergence behaviour suffered somewhat from the relatively large number of volumes in strcamwise 
direction on the coarsest grid. 
Non-oscillatory solutions with sharp shocks have been ohtained. Automatic grid adaptation during 
the nested iteration works well. Away from walls and shock wave, the agreement between computa-
tional and experimental results is good. 
The utility of a reliable Euler code in research on viscous-inviscid interactions may be twofold. It may 
be used: (i) as a tool for designing (and re-designing) an experimental Set-up. and (ii) as a tool for 
understanding complicated experimental results. The latter use does not seem to be important in 
present-day research. However, given the recent availability of very reliable (and moreover very 
efticient) Euler codes, this use might become of paramount importance in near-future research. 
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a. Geometry. h. State vector,. 
Fig. I. Finite volume ll,,J' 
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a. Complete integration region. 
b. Test section in opened wind tunnel. 





Fig. 5. Stretched grid. 
a. 56 X 8-grid. 
b. 28 >< 4-grid. 
c. !4x2-grid. 
d. 7 ,: I-grid. 
Fig. 6. Family of grids. 
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Fig. 7. Convergence histories. 
a. Mu= 1.15. 









a. M. = 1.15. b. M.= 1.37. 
Fig. 9. Mach number distributions. 
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Fig. 10. Interferometrical and numerical Mach number distribution~. 
